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The name TTM stands for Transport Team Mannheim and is a reflection of the team spirit of our business. 

More than 160 employees now work hard to achieve maximum productivity and quality of service.  

The haulage firm TTM GmbH now based in Edingen-Neckarhausen was established on 2.10.1994 in  

Mannheim. The opening of the branch in Halle-Leipzig with direct access to the A14 motorway provided 

the firm with rapid access to the Halle-Leipzig airport hub as well as the regions of Eastern Europe.

Our approach to business has been, and is, based upon our commitment to our customers and the quality 

of our logistical services. Our experienced and highly-motivated staff enable us to satisfy the specific  

requests made by our customers. Our performance is impressive. 

We have the following transhipment and  

warehousing facilities available for  

short-term and long-term storage:

  40.000 m² at our Mannheim site  

  10.000 m² covered space and  

   sufficient outdoor space at our  

   Halle/Leipzig site  

  12.500 m² various external storage  

   space on sites located in Berlin,  

   Hamburg and Schleswig.
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TRUCK TRANSPORT WITHIN GERMANY 

Reliable, efficient and can be planned

There are many roads in Germany. We know the best ones to take. You can rely upon TTM to transport 

your goods to their destination: quickly, reliably and properly. To achieve this we offer our full range of  

services from system goods transport to part loads up to full loads throughout Germany. 

With our modern fleet of vehicles and our intelligent fleet management system we always guarantee our 

customers that we will have freight capacity available and that we are able to provide trucks even at short 

notice.

Using state-of-the-art equipment, tried and tested systems, and professional handling methods, we  

guarantee that our customers can rely upon their goods being delivered on time.

GENERAL CARGO  PART LOADS FULL LOADS

HAZARDOUS GOODS LIFTING PLATFORM EXPRESS DELIVERIES
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INTERNATIONAL TRUCK TRANSPORT

General cargo, Part and Full loads!

It is all the same whether you want us to transport palletised goods, returnable containers or hazardous 

goods, we can transport goods of any type. It is immaterial whether you would like to transport just a single 

pallet-load or a full truck-load, we will submit a fair quote backed up with an excellent level of service and 

above-average know-how.    

 Great Britain                                

 France                                   

 Finland

 Ireland                                         

 Spain                                     

 Norway

 Belgium                                       

 Portugal                                 

 Lithuania

 Netherlands                                 

 Czechia                                 

 Latvia

 Luxembourg                                

 Poland                                   

 Romania

 Austria                                         

 Italy                                        

 Bulgaria

 Switzerland                                  

 Denmark                                

 Turkey

  TTM system goods transport
 We offer our customers daily general cargo 

loads to virtually all countries within Europe.  

In doing so, our services focus upon  

cost-efficiency, speed and safe handling.

  Heavy and special transport
 We offer bespoke solutions for our customers 

with special loads. In such cases we rely upon 

our specialist equipment and the decades of 

experience brought to bear by our staff.

  Part and Full loads 
 TTM is a leader in overland transport within 

Europe. Consequently we know how important  

it is to our customers that we deliver their  

consignments on time. Our special equipment 

ensures that we have the flexibility to cope with 

all sorts of loads in the shortest possible time.

  Transport of hazardous goods
 Handling hazardous goods requires specific 

expertise. Our trained staff will assist you and 

answer any questions you may have, and come 

up with solutions, regarding hazardous goods. 
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THERMO AND REFRIGERATED TRANSPORTATION 

Your goods will arrive in good condition with us!

When handling temperature-sensitive goods, it is absolutely essential that there are no breaks in the  

refrigeration chain. Thanks to our special TTM refrigeration logistics system, even sensitive goods are safe 

with us and will arrive in perfect condition at their destination. 

In particular, when food stuffs such as fruit and vegetables, meat and meat-based products and even 

pharmaceutical products are transported, they must comply with temperatures set down in internal and 

public guidelines. By having state-of-the-art equipment we are able to guarantee our customers the  

highest quality standards at all times.         

  Refrigerated transportation
 TTM offers refrigerated transport throughout  

Europe for fresh food or frozen products so that 

goods can be carried at temperatures as low as 

-25° C. 

  Thermo transportation 
 In particular when foodstuffs such as fruit and 

vegetables, meat and meat-based products and 

even pharmaceutical products are transported, 

they must comply with temperatures set down in 

internal and public guidelines. By having state-

of-the-art equipment we are able to guarantee 

our customers the highest quality standards at 

all times. 

  Double-decker transportation
 Customers often benefit from considerable  

advantages in having their consignments  

transported in double-decker containers.  

This allows twice as many pallets to be  

transported in a single container.

  Delivery throughout Europe
 Regardless of whether your consignment is to 

be delivered to a destination within Germany or 

anywhere in Europe, we shall always come up 

with the right solution for you. With our short  

delivery times and maximum flexibility, you  

cannot go wrong with us!
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TRADE FAIR, EXHIBITION AND EVENT LOGISTICS

Bespoke solutions and tailored support!  

Logistics in the trade fair and events sector always 

depends upon perfect timing, professional  

co-ordination and an open channel of  

communication with your contact on site. 

We can transport everything you need to make 

your event successful. It is all the same whether 

it is a sporting event or public event, trade fair 

display, theatrical or musical venue, media event 

or congresses – you are in the very best of hands 

with us. 

TRANSPORT

Our services focus upon 

punctuality, reliability and security. 

HANDLING

RETURN

Once your event has ended, we take 

care of the dismantling your goods 

and returning them to your stated 

destination. 

We assume responsibility for all 

handling on-site, directing it to the 

trade fair stand and assembling your 

display there. Our trained staff will 

always be there on site to assist 

you. 

You can rely upon TTM GmbH  

Internationale Spedition to  

transport your goods safely to trade 

fairs or events anywhere in the 

world. 
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AIRFREIGHT - TAKE OFF WITH US

Are speed and safety important to you?

Airfreight is becoming increasingly significant as a result of progressive economic globalisation.  

TTM GmbH is an expert in airfreight and sea-freight. You can rely upon us. 

You can rely upon us, since we guarantee that we will transport your goods by airfreight quickly and  

safely to the highest quality standards. When contracting us you benefit from our expertise in logistics  

and operations, enabling us to plan, co-ordinate and schedule your just-in-time transport systems to  

meet tight deadlines 

  Direct transport
 We offer daily flights to all important business 

centres throughout the world for customers with 

urgent consignments. We ensure that goods 

are collected from you promptly, are processed 

rapidly at the airport and that customs duty is 

paid in the destination country. 

 

  Consolidated freight
 Our TTM airfreight consolidations are cost- 

efficient solutions for urgent consignments.  

We consolidate goods in our airfreight  

gateways and thereby reduce handling  

and cut costs while maintaining high levels  

of security at the same time. 

  TTM Charters
 Our TTM charter programme is specially 

geared for customers having oversize and 

heavy consignments for which delivery-times 

have been guaranteed by the customer to the 

consignee or if a customer has large volume 

consignments. Upon request, we are able to 

charter cargo planes to fly to virtually all airports 

throughout the world.

  TTM Abnormal loads
 We come up with bespoke solutions for our 

customers having non-standard cargo. 

This means that we can arrange for on-board 

couriers to accompany extremely urgent 

consignments of valuable goods from door-to-

door. 

CHARTER PROGRAMME CONSOLIDATED FREIGHT
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SEAFREIGHT – WORLDWIDE

Set sail with us!

  TTM container transport (FCL)
 Container transport is the secure and efficient 

solution for our customers. As a result of having 

business relationships with selected shipping 

firms, working together over many years, we can 

guarantee regular departures to destinations all 

over the world.

  TTM Consolidated freight (LCL) 
 Consignments of general cargo are also kept 

under control at all times with our consolidated 

freight services. We provide our customers with 

maximum security and service quality.

  TTM Break-Bulk Carrier
 We can provide special purpose break-bulk 

containers for transporting your heavy load  

consignments anywhere in the world.  

This means that our customers can always rely 

upon benefiting from state-of-the-art equipment 

and the correct packing. 

Gateway to the world and key to your success. We bring your markets even closer together with TTM 

Seefracht. Transparent and economic and to the point. Regardless of whether your priority is the level of 

service you need, cutting costs or saving time.

We can provide containers just when you need them. Our services cover distribution, the payment of  

customs duties, taking out transit insurance, and are backed by business relationships with selected 

shipping forms over many years. Collectively, these factors enable TTM Seefracht to offer an all-round 

package. 

TTM PACKAGE SOLUTION

You can satisfy all your needs 
from a single source with the 

TTM package solution.

With our combined transport  

solutions covering different modes 

of transport we ensure maximum 

flexibility, regardless of whether you 

wish to send your goods by air, sea 

or road. 
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COURIER SERVICES AND SPECIAL TRIPS

When express delivery is not quick enough!

When it has to arrive quicker than express delivery TTM GmbH Internationale Spedition has just the right 

solution for you. We not only take over door-to-door deliveries for you, but consignments which have to  

be delivered rapidly.

We shall collect your consignment from any address in Germany or Europe within two hours at the  

most and deliver it direct to the consignee. Our innovative logistics management system supports  

rapid deliveries and guarantees that we never miss a deadline: this provides us with maximum flexibility.

  TTM vehicle fleet 
 It makes a difference having our own fleet of  

vehicles. By having a large number of vehicles 

of different types selected to be used in  

co-ordination with each other, we can  

guarantee that we have just the right  

vehicle for your consignment. 

  Germany and throughout Europe
 Regardless of whether your consignment is  

an import, export or if its journey both begins 

and ends within Germany, we shall look after 

your consignment for the whole journey  

beginning with collection from the consignor 

until delivery to the consignee. 

  Transportation of hazardous goods 
 Specialist knowledge is required when  

handling hazardous goods. Our trained staff  

will provide you with all-round support in  

response to your queries about hazardous 

goods. 

  IT solutions
 We ensure that consignment-handling  

throughout transportation will be smooth and 

that we can locate our vehicles at all times by 

applying our intelligent IT solutions. 
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HEAVY AND ABNORMAL LOADS

Large, heavy and more complex!

Many years of experience and the references acquired by our project specialists guarantee that we can be 

relied upon to transport heavy and abnormal loads of all types anywhere in the world without any problems. 

Each project has its peculiarities and necessities well thought-out transport planning and the right mode of 

transport. 

Be it on land, by water or by air, we are very well versed in the transport options available and take on overall 

planning as well as pre-carriage and onward carriage to the destination with special-purpose vehicles.

LICENCES

PACKING

We can plan and look after the right 

packing for your goods.  

In doing so, we concentrate on 

 providing maximum security and 

safety throughout all stages of  

transportation.

With the good contacts we have 

with the authorities, we can take on 

the application for, and chase up, 

licences and shipping documents. 

MULTIMODAL

We specialise in multimodal transport 

with different modes of transport.  

We also take care of viability reviews.
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STORAGE AND DISTRIBUTION LOGISTICS

 Are your ambitions high?

TTM offers its clients flexible and bespoke warehousing solutions and helps you by developing outsourcing 

projects. We design and carry out these projects to satisfy your specific requirements for the price you 

have in mind. In doing so, we focus upon providing the right and reliable storage solution for your goods to 

ensure that they are safe.

For many years we have invested constantly in the expansion and maintenance of our storage facilities. 

With more than 60,000 m2 of storage space we are very well prepared for handling your project, and to  

be more precise, we can offer this level of service at a number of locations throughout Germany.

  Order picking and packing 
 TTM can take over order-based order picking 

and pack your goods as required. Our services 

also include the preparation of respective  

documents such as delivery notes, for example.

  Value added services 
 We offer extra sector-specific services such as 

labelling, pre-assembly of plant parts the return 

of empty containers or the proper disposal of 

waste materials, for example. 

  IT solutions
 By having our own intelligent IT solutions  

and our own goods handling systems we are  

always able to ensure that we have an  

up-to-date status overview for the respective 

consignments. 

VALUE ADDED SERVICES ORDER PICKING
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MEDICAL LOGISTICS

The ideal solution for the medical sector

Under our own TTM MEDICAL LOGISTICS trade mark especially created for this purpose, we render global 

logistic services in for the medical technology and medical products sectors offering optimal productivity 

and quality through teamwork for medical single-use items, consumables used in a doctor’s surgery,  

laboratory apparatus, hospital furnishings technical medical equipment and items. 

In addition to traditional high-tech logistics and storage, we offer start-up businesses and established 

medical technical companies alike a service tailored to meet their requirements. Enabling them to reduce 

their resources to what really matters without having to set up an expensive infrastructure throughout 

Europe. 

Official partner of the 

Ideal solution for pharmaceutical  
and medical technology firms and clinics 
 Multilingual customer service

 Premises for your sales and marketing meetings

 Full control and transparency by having the latest IT solutions 

TRANSPORT LOGISTICS CONTRACT LOGISTICS IT SOLUTIONS
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CONTRACT LOGISTICS 

Achieving joint goals!
TTM Contract Logistics stands for integrated  

logistics solutions, tailored to meet your precise 

specifications. We apply the entire range of our 

services selectively and dovetail our individual 

logistic modules to come up with the perfect  

solution for you.

Through the intelligent combination and by 

fine-tuning the integration of our logistics  

services transport, warehousing and value  

added services we are able to offer you a  

contract logistics solution specifically  

modified to your requirements. 

ORDER PICKING & PACKING VALUE ADDED SERVICES 

INTERNATIONAL TRANSPORT WAREHOUSING
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MANKIND AND THE ENVIRONMENT

Green logistics!

TTM has anchored environmental considerations 

firmly in its business strategy and takes specific 

steps to implement them:

 The TTM Fuhrpark GmbH truck fleet satisfies the 

latest ecological directives (EURO 6 engines / 

use of AdBlue additive) and on average vehicles 

are less than four years old. 

  With satellite-based and efficient logistics  

management we keep the number of miles 

travelled by our trucks without a load as low as 

possible. As a result of this we are making a 

significant contribution to reducing our fleet CO
2
 

emissions. 

  Solar panel systems mounted on the roof of our 

building (Electricity generated is fed into the grid)

  Green logistics in the part and full load general 

cargo system 

SOLAR PANEL SYSTEM GREEN LOGISTICS 

EURO 6 ENGINES EFFICIENT LOGISTICS MANAGEMENT
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SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY  

Commitment in the right places!

Sport generates enthusiasm, provides role models and promotes teamwork. It stands for partnerships, 

excellence, responsibility and innovation. These are values put to use every day at TTM.

Sport is passion and allows us to cross borders.

Our responsible approach to doing business is extended to regional level as well. As a reflection of our 

region, that is Rhine-Neckar, TTM GmbH Internationale Spedition is committed to society and sponsors 

sport.

Amongst other things we support the following clubs, projects and sportsmen: 

 Rhein-Neckar Löwen (First Bundesliga) and HG Oftersheim/Schwetzingen (Third Handball league)

 Martin Kirchöfer (Budding German racing driver in the GP 2 series) – motorsport

 100. CSIO Showjumping tournament in Mannheim (2015) 

HANDBALL SHOWJUMPING MOTORSPORT

SPORT SPONSORING

Passion!

As a company with global reach, it is therefore expected of us that we make an active contribution to improve 

the living conditions of others who are not benefiting from globalisation to the same extent as we are. 

Logistics brings people, markets, and production worlds closer 
together.

Therefore every year we support different organisations, foundations and associations, such as, for example: 

 FV Kinderhospiz Sterntaler e.V. 

 Spine Alliance e.V.

 World Vision Deutschland e.V. - sponsorship of two children

 Kinderwelten e.V.

 Deutsche Lebensbrücke e.V. - Campaign supporting children with leukaemia

 Aufwind Mannheim e.V.
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CERTIFICATES 

Quality committed!


